
In this day and age of bigger and bigger ships carrying more and 
more cargoes to centralised ports, are we ignoring the smaller 
port cities that have draft restricted harbours and limited dock 
space? Are we underutilising routes that proceed inland like the 
St Lawrence Seaway or inland river routes that may be found 
in India, Europe and Asia? Does this centralisation cause its own 
congestion and bottleneck issues?

What if there was a system developed to take into account 
servicing smaller ports and docks on a regular basis, a concept 
that could take into account the advantages of drop and swap, and 
take advantage of the efficiencies of shipping via water. What if 
there was a concept that could keep small shipyards in business, 
and create jobs in small port cities that are suffering from high 
unemployment. What if there was a system that allowed shippers 
to unload their cargoes on their time instead of having to unload 
a ship in the middle of the night because it has a schedule to keep. 
What if smaller companies were able to locate in less congested 
areas and not have to build multi-million dollar docks to be able 
to ship their cargoes via water? What if government entities did 
not have to consider billion dollar bridge replacement or lock 
lengthening projects just to make room for the Super Max and 
larger ships to proceed under or pass through? 

The Seasnake solution

A concept is under development that can address these issues and 
answer these questions.  

The Seasnake mar ine train is a patented vehicle for 
transporting liquid, bulk and container cargo. It is the only all-
purpose utility vehicle designed for safe, rapid, cost-effective 
movement of cargo through any marine transport system. 
Seasnake will modernise the shipping industry without the 
need for raising bridges, changing port designs or dredging 
channels, and can utilise existing loading and off-loading 
systems. Moreover, the Great Lakes model incorporates design 
technology which allows it to operate ballast-free, eliminating 
the anticipated need for expensive invasive species prevention 
measures.

The design incorporates a multi-module cargo handling system, 
allowing for rapid adaptation to all types of cargo in all types 
of markets. Unlike current cargo ships, Seasnake modules can 
simultaneously accommodate food-grade oil, industrial chemicals 
and fresh vegetables in one sail without the danger of cargo cross-
contamination. This flexibility allows cargo shipping companies 
to maximise load capacity and gain industry efficiencies that were 
previously unattainable.

Seasnake: A versatile concept
Edward M. Anderson, vice president operations and technology, Seasnake Worldwide Marketing, LLC, Superior, Wisconsin, USA

Figure 1: Seasnake marine train
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Commercial and military uses
While the Seasnake system is the obvious choice for the 
commercial shipping industry, the highest and best use of the 
technology is in military cargo hauling applications. The ability 
to ‘drop and swap’ modules and leave them moored at a port 
or a sea-base to load or discharge cargo at the discretion of the 
shipper, provides flexibility that allows the rest of the train to 
continue delivery of modules to other ports or maintenance 
facilities, maximising utility (and revenue for commercial 
applications). 

Seasnake can transit all major canals and lock systems, operate 
in shallower ports and can match existing ships in speed and 
power. Unlike existing tug-barge systems, Seasnake can safely 
navigate open ocean storm conditions. The ability to isolate 
modules in the event of an accident, fire or attack gives the 
military an additional measure of control and containment that 
is simply not available in traditional shipping vehicles. It can be 
outfitted with alternative fuel systems, allowing the military to 
circumvent dangerous fuel stops.

Cargo modules can be designed to act as helicopter landing 
zones, electrical power generators, water purification systems, 
field hospitals, command and control segments or other 
support systems that would be significant assets in response 
to national security incidents. Modules can be towed to the 
scene of natural disasters such as hurricanes, earthquakes, or 
tsunamis, to aide in disaster relief. Special security modules 
could be inserted into marine trains to deter piracy on some 
trade routes.

Practical benefits
The cost in steel to build Seasnake is dramatically lower than 
traditional cargo ships and differing units or modules can be built 
simultaneously in multiple small shipyards thus cutting down on 
overall construction time, benefiting workforces and economies in 
multiple locations.

Because the cargo modules are unmanned, the crew sizes, thus 
labour costs will be less and because the segments are towed 
instead of pushed, the fuel costs will be less than an integrated tug 
barge system.

The concept is, in effect, a marine train that uses modular 
barge units or waterborne boxcars that can be configured to 
carry whatever cargo a shipper would require, be it a liquid, bulk 
or containers. Designed in three different drafts, a 45 foot draft 
model (SS45) for open ocean trade, a 35 foot draft model (SS35) 
for coastal trading and a 26.5 foot draft model (SS26.5) for trade 
on the Great Lakes, St. Lawrence Seaway system and other draft 
restricted waterways worldwide. 

The train of barge modules is held together with a ball and 
socket type connection that links the train together at the centre 
of a circle which circumscribes the underwater cross section of 
the semi-circular hull designed cargo modules.

The system has a patented universal connection system, like the 
universal connectors that are found on railroads. The connection 
system can be adjusted vertically to account for different weights 
of different cargos that would be made up into a single train. A 
train could carry a module full of feathers and a module full of 
stone on the same train.

The system would allow for multiple builders in smaller 
shipyards to build the cargo modules (marine boxcars) because 
they are of varying sizes dependent on the needs of the owner, 
but they would all contain the same universal connection system. 
There could be multiple owners of the traction units (engines) 
and the powered cargo handling modules (cabooses). Several 
marine railroads could develop or affiliate with existing railroads 

in different market areas that would service the various customers 
along the waterways serviced by this marine railroad. 

Background
The Seasnake seagoing barge train concept was invented by 
Carlos Kountz Wierick, a Mechanical Engineer of Uraupan, 
Mexico and patented in the United States on 6 February 2001.  
US Patent Number 6,182,593 B1. 

A ship’s cost has been found to be proportional to the net steel 
used in building it. A dimensional analysis shows that the net steel 
to displacement ratio of the Seasnake runs about 11 per cent. 
For a conventional tanker this ratio varies from 15 per cent for a 
50,000 tonne tanker to 12 per cent for a 300,000 tonne tanker. 
The above figures apply to single hull vessels and are given for 
comparison purposes. In the case of double hulls, the figure for 
the Seasnake, as well as for the tanker, will be higher. However, 
that great saving in steel will be partially offset by the cost of the 
connection mechanism.

 Seasnake was initially designed by Mr Wierick to be a tanker 
designed to carry oil from offshore sites to draft restricted 
harbours in the Gulf of Mexico. He initially designed the 
system in 1974 when he was working for PERMARGO, a 
Mexican shrimp fishing company. It was during this time that 
oil exploration in Southeast Mexico was at its peak. As the new 
oil fields were being discovered, the question of shipping the oil 
became of great interest. The problem was that the draft of the 
harbours in the Gulf of Mexico was too low to accommodate the 
large tankers that were being built.

It was then that he conceived the idea of a modular ship 
that would retain the advantages of the large tankers and 
eliminate their disadvantages. He started to prepare a technical 
analysis, which convinced him of the feasibility of the concept. 
However, the magnitude of the project was overwhelming and 
it was shelved. 

The project was revived in 1992, when Mr Wierick met 
the late John F. Marcley. Mr Marcley was impressed when this 
dormant project was revealed to him. He actively encouraged 
him to revive his project and to apply for a patent which 
was done. Mr Wierick prepared a formal feasibility study 
and submitted it for evaluation to C.R. Cushing & Co, an 
established naval architect and mar ine engineer ing firm 
in New York City. In 1999, they finished their report with a 
favourable outcome. Mr Wierick then made some refinements 
and adjustments to his design. In 2000, Wierick and Marcley 
founded Seasnake LLC with the stated purpose of developing 
the Seasnake. In January 2001 the advanced analysis department 
of the ABS undertook a computer analysis to determine the 

Figure 2: Original drawing by Carlos Kountz Wierick
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impact of wave-induced forces on the hull and the connection 
system. In 2001 and 2002, tank tests on a 1:94.1 scale model 
were made at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor. These 
tests determined the power requirements and the sea keeping 
features of the ship. In 2002, the naval architectural firm 
Rosenblatt & Sons was engaged to make an economic study of 
the system with the primary purpose of determining the cost of 
the ship and the operating costs.

Economic study
In the June 2003 issue of the Naval Architect, International 
Journal of the Royal Institution of Naval Architects, a three 
page article was published, titled ‘Seasnake an Alternative 
Tanker Proposal’. In August of that same year Rosenblatt & 
Sons concluded its economic study. This study confirmed the 
significant cost saving in building the Seasnake. Shortly after the 
completion of the economic study, the project ran out of money 
and again languished until July 2008, when Michael Okash, a 
20 year business owner with over 28 years of experience as a 
longshoreman, stevedore and stevedore superintendent became 
involved. Mr Okash formed Seasnake Worldwide Marketing 
LLC which has the exclusive marketing rights for the concept 
and design. 

Seasnake Worldwide Marketing LLC, designed a website: www.
seasnake.net  which contains specific additional information 
regarding the Seasnake concept and design. 

 After Michael Okash became involved with Seasnake, he 
suggested that Carlos Kountz Wierick develop a design that could 
be utilised on the Great Lakes and St Lawrence Seaway System 
and this is when the SS26.5 was developed to join the SS35 and 
the SS45 designs.  

Design details
One of the characteristics of the SS26.5 is that by the nature 
of its geometry it can operate free of temporary water ballast, 
making it a platform of interest when discussing the problem of 
invasive species being introduced in fragile water systems. On 
cargo vessels, water ballast is added to the ballast tanks when 
empty to:  increase propeller immersion; improve steering; 
control trim and draft; and when partially loaded to equilibrate 
the weight distribution along the length of the hull in order 
to avoid excessive bending stresses in the hull. Due to the low 
length:height ratio of the Seasnake units, trim control is of little 

importance. The propellers in the tractor are placed centrally and 
sufficiently low to prevent undesirable propeller emergence (see 
Figure 3). By the same token steering and bending stresses in 
the hull due to uneven loading is not an issue. Therefore it is 
believed that the SS26.5 can operate without water ballast. Carlos 
Kountz Wierick believes that if the SS26.5 operating empty were 
to encounter a rough crossing, say of Lake Superior, it could 
take on water into the cargo modules until the storm passes and 
return the water to the same water body limiting the potential for 
invasive species pollution. 

 The Seasnake design is very versatile and can be configured to 
be a long train or to carry just one cargo module. 

 The SS45 has been calculated to carry 1183 standard twenty-
foot equivalent unit (TEU) containers, 8 feet wide by 8.5 feet 
tall and 20 feet in length with a maximum gross weight per 
container of 52910 pounds. An alternate calculation of capacity in 
a ballasted SS45 module, in consideration of deadweight tonnage 
(DWT) is to increase stack weight to 140 metric tons (308,647.17 
pounds) per 20 feet stack (under deck) and carry up to 5 or 6 
container stacks on deck with a lower stack weight. In most cases 
the full DWT would not be consumed and hence stability can 
be accomplished by ballasting double- bottom tanks to lower 
the centre of gravity. The SS35 has been calculated to carry 515 
standard TEU containers, and the SS26.5 - 230 standard TEU 
containers. Visibility is not an issue as the traction unit is in the 
front. Seasnake is ideally suited for drop and swap where a cargo 
module is left at a dock for unloading or loading and can be 
exchanged with an existing module that is either loaded or empty 
and then returned to the waiting Seasnake marine train, which 
can then continue on to its next destination. 

Additional flexibility
The Seasnake has the ability to disconnect a module if it were 
to catch on fire or suffer other damage limiting the danger of 
sinking to only the damaged module instead of the entire ship. In 
the case of a collision where a tank is ruptured, the oil spill in a 
200,000 tonne tanker would be 17,000 tonnes. If the ship is lost, 
the potential for the spill could be far greater. On the other hand 
in the case of a collision in a Seasnake module (SS45), the spill 
from a ruptured tank would only be 2,200 tonnes or eight times 
less.

A 1,500 foot Seasnake can be disconnected in the middle and 
half pulled through an 800 foot lock system like those on the St 
Lawrence Seaway system and the other half pushed through the 

Figure 3:  Seasnake connection system and tanker cargo modules showing 
bulkheads for oil tanker making the design more resilient to oil spillage if a 
collision should occur

Figure 4: Diagram of ballast requirements preventing propeller  
emergence of conventional vessel compared to Seasnake, drawn by Carlos 
Kountz Wierick
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locks. This versatility expands the ability of the Seasnake to get 
cargoes efficiently from Duluth-Superior and anywhere on the 
Great Lakes to Montreal and back. A Seasnake marine train of a 
35 foot draft SS35 would also be capable of transiting the seaway, 
but would have to be light loaded until it reached the Atlantic 
Ocean and deep water. 

Next steps
Unfortunately, the Seasnake has yet to be constructed and is 
awaiting a financial partner with the wherewithal to finish the 
design and construct a prototype. The inventor is willing to 
provide substantial equity in the design to the right partner. 
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Figure 6- Seasnake in different configurations, left for open ocean transit and 
right for coastal trading. The design is also capable of carrying containers in 
each of its configurationsFigure 5: Seasnake traction module

Figure 7- Seasnake container capacity in each draft configuration Figure 8: Seasnake ideally suited for drop and swap
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